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Abstract 
In this paper the authors have shown how computer upkeep every human work. The authors have mathematically 
standardized computer intelligence comparing with human brain using their Prediction Equation. Authors also have 
considered another equation to find the Prediction Error in percentage. 
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1. Introduction 

The present age as well as modern age is completely dependent on Computer systems. Modern computers 
make our lifestyle more flexible and easy. Human being of today’s modern era can’t even think a moment 
without the support of Computers. Every daily work of human being is completely reliant on Computers. 
All credit of these triumphs and achievements goes to the Computer scientists, engineers, developers and 
designers. Really they are doing a great job. We can’t repudiate their contribution but the working trail or 
pathway of Computer scientists are not always so much operative comparing with the actual Ultimate goal 
of Computer Science. So some questions can naturally arise now.  
 

 What Computer Engineers actually do? 
 What’s their (Computer Scientists) Ultimate goal? 
 Which things should get higher priorities to them? 
 What should develop firstly? 

 
Let’s try to find some answers based on survey from computer specialists. We shouldn’t use that plural 
form “answers” because for every similar type question of computer scientists the answer is only one. That 
is ‘Artificial Intelligence’ . [3][8][9] 
 
 
Let’s answer the questions separately. 
 

 The Ultimate goal of Computer Scientists is ‘Artificial Intelligence’. 
 Computer Engineers always try to make intelligent system. 
 Developing applications or systems which act humanly are highest priority. 
 Firstly they should artificially implement human brain working steps. 
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Because human can depend only on that systems which can work automatically, intelligently and make 
decisions depending on self-analysis with sensor data and minimum user input. Human can consider 
Computer systems as a friend if it works friendly to them (Human) like another human.  
 
So, the implementation of human characteristics or stepwise enactment of Human brain  functions through 
programming code is the actual Ultimate goal of Computer Scientists and Engineers. 
Our research is to Standardized the Ultimate goal of Computer scientists and expresses the intelligence rate 
of computer technologies through mathematical equations. The current development in this field is not very 
resourceful and competent. The idea, standardization of the intelligence of computer technology was firstly 
implemented through well-known Turing Machine Test.  
 
 
2. Turing Test 
 
Turing Machine concept was given by Alan Mathieson Turing in 1936. He published it in a thesis paper 
named “Church Turing Thesis”. [1] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1. Turing Test 
A. Limitations of Turing Test 
 
According to specialists’ prediction and mathematical standardization of our research, today’s computers 
are not perfectly intelligent. Yet, if we execute Turing’s theory in order to test computer’s intelligence, in 
some cases the result will be erroneous. We can consider some examples.  
 
●Most of us should hear the name of Nimbuzz. It has an automated intelligent system for chat response 
which can be compared with Turing Test. Sometimes we become mystified seeing the intelligence level of 
Nimbuzz. Actually it’s not an intelligent system at all comparing with the human brain. 
●Let’s consider another case as example for assuming the limitations of Turing Test. Every 
telecommunication companies in Bangladesh and most of the Giant companies in the rest of the world use 
an automated voice service for unreachable user phone numbers. Any person, who hasn’t any experience 
about these automated voice services, can assume that, these voices are coming from human. 
So we can mention that, Turing Test isn’t perfectly trustworthy for some cases to assume whether the 
system is intelligent or not. 
 
 
3. Main Objectives 
 
Our main objectives are given below. 

 Overcoming limitations of Turing Test. 
 Standardize Computer’s actual intelligence with mathematical equation. 
 Error detection in percentage. 
 Arranging survey on general people for listing natural human tasks. 
 Developing a clear idea about the future goal of computer scientists 
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4. Works of Human 
 
To standardized computer’s intelligence comparing with human firstly we have to know the working steps 
of human brain. In general word, we have to know what human intelligently do to their everyday life. 
According to our idea, firstly we have listed every natural work of human from dawn to dark.[4] 
 
A. Body Washing of Human is Similar to Temporary Files Cleaning 
Early in the morning after getting up generally we go to bathroom for washing faces, hands etc. brushing 
tooth and toilet work. If we programmatically implement these kinds of human works, firstly we have to 
consider what computer should wash or clean after getting up which is similar with starting up the 
operating system or become active from sleep mode (All windows and Linux operating systems have the 
functionality of sleep mode) Frequent opening of various applications in the computer often create some 
temporary log files depending on the internal settings of that application. Newer versions of windows take a 
large space for previewing image thumbnails in the directory. A new feature of windows is system restore. 
In order to provide the restoring facility to an earlier date, windows automatically create restore points 
depending on installing and uninstalling the new application. This process takes a lot of unnecessary 
memory. On the other hand Windows automatic update backup is memory consuming too. Internet 
browsers also create cache and sessions. Every modern operating system has the functionality of keeping 
track of user’s works (Recently opened documents and URLs) in the history files. Removing these 
unnecessary files and broken shortcuts automatically or intelligently can be compared with the body dirt 
washing of human. We have developed an application with a self-timer which can automatically clean 
these unnecessary files. The application starts it work intelligently like human when the size of the 
temporary files crosses the certain limit. It can be said heuristic works of computer with the 
preprogrammed application. Today’s utility software’s are very efficient to successfully finish these tasks. 
 
B. Outlook Recognizing Similar to Pattern Recognition of Computer 
 
Every human naturally recognize his/her friends and dearest ones appearances. Let’s take a deeper look. An 
automatic image recognition process always continues inside human brain. When human eyes see any 
object, brain matches the image of that object with the previously stored images or scenes in the memory. 
Always storing the newly recognized images and scenes to the memory is another continuous process of 
human brain.  
We can programmatically implement this heuristic task. With mat lab’s pattern recognition technology, 
computer can successfully recognize images and patterns.[7] If we develop an application with this kind of 
pattern recognition and a voice response for recognized images, it’ll look heuristic. The application must 
have the capability of automatic storing the newly recognized image. Google developed an intelligent 
image recognition based searching system. 

 
 

Fig. 2.  (a) (b) (c) Image Recognition Technique. (d) Gender Recognition (e) Group Recognition 
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C. Natural Human Conversation Similar to Speech Recognition of Computer 
 
An important task of human being is intelligent interaction after hearing another voice or voice response 
with known speech. Any human can naturally recognize others voice or speech. It’s also a continuous 
process of human brain. 
Implementation of this process of human programmatically to the computer is not so simple depending on 
today’s technology. Existing speech engines are not so efficient comparing with the human. We can include 
the “Windows Speech Recognizer” as example. It can recognize voice command with Microsoft’s 
detection grammar library. Performing speed of speech commands with this application is satisfactory 
comparing with other existing products. So we can mention, with current technology, heuristic speech 
recognition can be programmatically implemented. [5][6] 
 
 
5. Our Implementation 
 
We developed a Speech recognized Unicode Bengali keyboard using Microsoft’s C#. When user give any 
voice input of Bengali word, our application intelligently recognize it and send the string to the text editor 
like MS Word, Notepad, Browser’s text box etc. The total process is similar to the human typist listening 
and typing. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Implemented Intelligent Keyboard 

 
 
 
6. Prediction Equation 
 
The main goal of our thesis is to standardize computer’s intelligence through a mathematical equation 
which is termed as ‘Prediction Equation’. Our plan is divided into two segments.  
 

1. Listing the works of human which is called standard number list. 
 

2. Finding error of standard number from brain storming based survey.  
 
Natural daily works of human are the members of that list (Standard No. List). Total number of works is 
called standard number. We’ll organize survey on different classes of people in order to fulfill the list & 
measuring the error of prediction equation. All surveys are based on ‘Brainstorming’. Graph chart is used 
here to illustrate the result of the survey. Listing the natural everyday works of human is not an easy task. 
The accuracy of the result depends on it. Mathematically, the result or the intelligence percentage is 
inversely proportional to standard number. In this paper standard number is denoted by “N”. [2] 
 
If the intelligence is “I ”, mathematically – 
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A. Deriving Prediction Equation 
 
Suppose, Standard Number,    
N = 300 
Number of programmatically implemented heuristic tasks, C = 40 
 
Now, we can mention –  
 

When, SN is 300, implemented tasks is 40 

            ” ”          1,          ” ”          ” ”      

            ” ”        100,        ” ”          ” ”     

 
So, Prediction Equation is – 
 

 
 
 

7. Prediction Equation Error 
 
Percentage of computer’s intelligence, “I”  is dependent on standard number. According to our observation, 
standard number derivation is erroneous. To detect the error amount, we arranged Brainstorming based 
surveys.  
The survey result is shown below with graph-chart. In the graph, number of people attending to survey is in 
the X-axis and number of error is in the Y-axis. The brainstorming question is – “How much entry we 
missed to include in the natural heuristic task list?”  The number of answers is the actual Y-axis entry. We 
arranged surveys on various classes of people like students, teachers, farmers, shopkeepers, housewife, 
workers etc. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Survey on Students 
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Fig. 5. Survey on Farmers 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Total numbers of people participate in the survey  
= 15 (Farmer) + 150 (Student) 
= 165 
Total Error detected  
= 15 (By farmers) + 12 (By students) 
= 27 
So, Percentage Prediction error in the Standard number, 

                        =  
If we denote total error detection, as E, the corrected Prediction equation will be –  
 

 
 
The correctness of the equation is proportional to the number of people participate in the survey. 
 

 
 
Here,  Correctness of the prediction equation 

 Survey participation number 
 

Fig. 6. Combination of Survey 
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8. Future Work 
 
Programmatically implemented heuristic tasks which we considered as C, is not actually heuristically 
implemented. For example, computer can’t recognize speech or image as perfect as human. So, the 
implementation is erroneous. We’ll measure that error percentage depending on another survey. That 
survey is similar to the comparative study between human & computer. If we combine those 
Implementation Error considerations with the main equation, the accuracy will be increased. 
 
9. Conclusion 
 
For the measurement of computer’s intelligence, firstly we have to fix up a model as reference. Every 
natural working steps of human brain is that reference. Comparing with human brain tasks and 
mathematical survey, we derived our Prediction Equation & Error of that prediction equation. 
With the standardization of computer’s intelligence, another vast work has done with our thesis work. That 
is the Standard Number list. In general word, which may termed as Human brain’s natural process list. This 
list can be used as a strong reference for next generation developers to develop more intelligent machines. 
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